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Mercury Vapor: Transitioning from 
Containment to Capture for Safe 
Fluorescent Lamp Disposal
The popularity of fluorescent lamps and compact 
fluorescent lamps (CFLs) are steadily growing in the 
industrial, commercial and residential markets, due to their 
sustainability, energy efficiency and recent federal legislation 
banning the manufacture of incandescent light bulbs starting 
in 2012. Fluorescent lamps and CFLs are four to six times 
more efficient than incandescent bulbs and emit about 
the same amount of visible light, all while offering a longer 
working life and significant savings in energy costs. While 
there are many positive reasons to employ fluorescent lamps, 
they can also be potentially dangerous because of their 
mercury content. 

Mercury vapor can be detrimental to 
handlers’ health—from those involved 

with handling new bulbs to 
people involved with storing, 
packaging and shipping used 
lamps. Mercury vapor, which 
can be absorbed through the 
skin or inhaled, can cause 

neurological damage to adults, children and fetuses. 
It is considered a persistent bioaccumulative toxic chemical, 
since it does not degrade in the environment. When mercury 
vapor gets into water, it is converted to methyl mercury and 
can enter the food chain through fish. Methyl mercury causes 
damage to the central nervous system and it is also thought 
to be a possible human carcinogen.

Since exposure to mercury vapor can lead to significant 
safety and health risks for handlers of fluorescent lamps, it is 
important to take the necessary precautions when handling, 
storing or transporting used or broken lamps to protect 
against any potential harm from released mercury vapor. 

Recent efforts to protect consumers and handlers against the 
inherent dangers of mercury vapor exposure from broken 
lamps have centered around containing the mercury vapor in 
the storage and shipping container. However, this traditional 
method does not protect against vapor exposure if the 
container is opened or leaks with broken lamps inside. New 
developments to be explored in this paper demonstrate a 
method to actually adsorb and capture the mercury vapor 
within the container mitigating the risks of vapor exposure.

Background
On average, CFLs and fluorescent lamps contain about 4 
milligrams of mercury. Breaking a single bulb can release 
mercury vapor levels well in excess of OSHA’s 8 hour 
permissible exposure limit (PEL) levels of 100 micrograms 
per cubic meter (ug/m3), and can continue to be emitted 
for weeks after it has been broken. The fragile and light 
construction of the bulbs multiplies the opportunities for 
breakage during storage, transport to and from collection 
sites and shipping to a recycler. Disposing of fluorescent 
lamps and CFLs requires special handling, and containing 
the harmful vapor is a crucial first step in reducing mercury 
hazards for those in contact with the lamps.

Current technology allows mercury vapors to be effectively 
contained in specially-designed mercury packaging. 
According to a study conducted by the University of 
Minnesota, only one currently used packaging configuration 
(Mercury VaporLok®) prevents leakage and thereby minimizes 
mercury exposure levels below all acceptable Federal and 
State regulations and guidelines. This package consists of 
three layers: the first cardboard layer provides structure 
to the configuration and protects contents from outside 
elements; the bag—which should feature a suitable material 
and tight seal—contains the mercury vapor, and the inner 
layer of cardboard prevents broken glass from puncturing the 
bag and rendering it ineffective. Compared to a single layer 
cardboard box, this configuration lowered mercury vapor 
concentrations in the working area outside the recycling 
package by 99.3 percent.
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The Need for Capture
While the above-discussed configuration has been found to 
sufficiently contain mercury vapors, NUCON International, 
Inc., a world-wide leader in providing gas, vapor and liquid 
phase absorption solutions, conducted a separate study 
which tested for vapor levels both inside and outside the 
same packaging. Testing results revealed a need to not only 
contain mercury vapor, but also capture it. 

Testing Procedures

NUCON replicated the test methods in 
the University of Minnesota study. All 
tests were conducted by breaking 40 
T-8 lamps in a four-foot long package 
using a mercury vapor containment 
bag (volume is approx. four cubic 
feet). The tests were conducted using 
a custom built chamber measuring 
5 x 2 x 2 feet (volume of approx. 10 
cubic feet). While the original study 
focused on measuring mercury vapor 
levels outside of the package (i.e. 
measuring vapor leakage), NUCON’s 
test methodology was designed to 
measure mercury vapor levels both 
inside and outside the package. Two 

LUMEX mercury analyzers were used to take continuous 
vapor readings inside the package and outside the package 
(but inside the test chamber). The initial control tests yielded 
extremely high and dangerous vapor readings inside the 
package. This confirmed the need to develop an adsorbent 
technology that could capture this vapor before it can escape 
the package. 

The containers were then modified through the addition 
of absorbent foam pads. The pads were impregnated with 
powdered, activated carbon and reacted with proprietary 
inert chemicals. Pads were then attached to one of the flaps 
of the inner box, and the identical tests were conducted.

Detailed Testing Results

When no absorbent was used in the package, the tests 
in NUCON’s study found interior vapor levels to exceed 
health and safety exposure limits and guidelines. Within 
the packaging, if 40 lamps break, vapor levels can range 
anywhere from 15,000 to more than 30,000 micrograms per 
cubic meter (ug/m3). These levels are more than 150 to 300 
times OSHA’s 8 hour PEL. 

Figure 1 shows the results of the baseline test without using 
any absorbent in a 40-lamp breakage with vapor readings 
taken both inside and outside the package. The blue line 
represents continuous vapor readings inside the package. 
As can be seen, the vapor levels rapidly rise above both the 
OSHA 8 hour PEL of 100 ug/m3 and the NIOSH IDLH level 
(immediately dangerous to life and health) of 10,000 ug/m3. 
The purple line represents continuous vapor readings in the 
chamber but outside the package measuring the extent of 
leakage from the package. Although the data shows some 
leakage, it is below regulation limits. After 20 hours, the 
readings reach 1 ug/m3 or 1 percent of the OSHA 8 hour PEL. 
This test confirms the University of Minnesota’s prior testing 
that the mercury vapor containment bag is effective in 
containing high levels of mercury vapors.

Figure 2 illustrates how the introduction of an absorbent 
within an effective containment package decreases vapors 
found within lamp storage, shipping or recycling containers. 
The control or dark blue line represents the same control test 
as discussed above with no adsorbent showing the rapid vapor 
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Figure 2 — Mercury Vapor Readings Over Time
 With and Without Adsorbant
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level escalation well beyond the 8 hour PEL (yellow line) and 
IDLH (red line). The purple line represents a typical adsorbent 
trend line used in the testing. As can be seen from the graph, 
the absorbent significantly reduces initial vapor readings, and 
then in a short time, rapidly begins to reduce vapor levels. After 
40 hours, levels approach the OSHA 8 hour PEL.

The bar graph in Figure 3 illustrates the effectiveness of the 
proprietary absorbent compared to the control. The figure 
shows the vapor readings at certain points in time (from 15 
minutes to 24 hour) as compared to the control, presenting the 
rapid effectiveness of the absorbent in reducing vapor levels.

This data can also be measured in relative percentage 
concentrations as compared to the control (illustrated in 
Figure 4). The absorbent had an immediate reduction in 
vapor levels of nearly 60 percent after 15 minutes. After an 
hour, the reduction reached more than 70 percent, and after 
12 hours, over 95 percent. 

Another important characteristic 
of this technology is its overall 
capacity to adsorb mercury 
vapors. The testing has shown 
that the adsorption capacity 
of the adsorbent, as configured 
above, is well in excess of the 
potential mercury vapor that could 
be released from 100 percent breakage 
of a full lamp package. In fact, in the 40 
lamp break tests, results indicated that only 
a small percentage of the capacity of the pad 
was used. This capacity is particularly important 
due to the fact that lamps release mercury vapors 
for many days after the initial breakage.

Conclusion
These test results indicate how dangerously high the levels 
of mercury vapor can become inside a lamp-recycling 
package upon incidental lamp breakage. While mercury 
vapor containment packaging has been proven to effectively 
contain these high levels, an adsorption component adds 
an important layer of protection against incidental mercury 
exposure for handlers, end-users, transporters and recyclers.
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Figure 3—Mercury Vapor Concentrations
 OverTime With and Without Adsorbant
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Figure 4 — Relative Percent Mercury Vapor Concentrations
   Over Time With and Without Adsorbant
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